A b s t r a c t ------------------------------The aim of the paper is the analysis of ECM bootstrap cointegration tests under structural breaks. Classical ECM tests depend on sorne nuisance parameters, which is an undesirable feature for empirical applications. This problem is overcome by using the bootstrap ECM test, which shows good size and power properties when there are no breaks. In this paper we study the small sample properties of alternative bootstrap ECM tests under different cobreaking situations. ECM test statistics are made robust to partial cobreaking by using extended error correction models or by imposing a common factor restriction.
1999
). It has recently been stated (Mantalos and Shukur, 1998) that the bootstrap ECM test has good size and power properties. Our purpose is to check wlwther that conc1usion is preserved in the case of co-breaks. In particular, we are concerned about the analysis of ECM cointegration tests under structural breaks when the critical values are obtained by bootstrapping the residuals of the short-run dynamic model. In this paper, we analyze several resampling scllemes in order to obtain the most reliable bootstrap critical values for testing t11e null hypothesis oi' no cointegration vs. cointegration. We analyze both the size and the power of the ECM test under alternative cases of structural co-breaks: simultaneous co-breaking, co-breaking in levels but not in differences, and finally co1>reaking in differences but not in levels.
The paper is organized as follows. The concepts of simultaneous co-breaking, co-breaking in levels and co-breaking in differences are briefiy reviewmi iu Section 2. Section 3 discusses the implementation of the alternative bootstrap resampling tc)chniques and bootstrap statistics for hypothesis testing. We also make several remarks and guiclelines about the different resampling schenws aud bootstrap statistics applied in dynamic regression models (see Li aud Maddala, 1996 . Sc)ction 4 analyzes the results of our Monte Cado simulatiou study, under no breaks, and Sectioll 5 inc1udes the Monte Carlo simulation results uuder partial co-breaking. Conc1usions and directious of future research are given in Section 6. where V,),! = E(y¡), ¡"¿z,t = E(z¡) are, given valid initial conclitions, the correspollding unconditional means 2 aud therefore they inc1ude all possible determiuistic components of 1/t aud the exogenous variable Zt like: constant terms, deterministic trends, dummy variables, segmentecl trends, outliers, etc. The stochastic errors 'lJ,lt and 'lJ,2t are jointiy, and serially independent, zero mean, normally distributc)d white noise processes with constant variances v(J:"('U.lt) = (Ti and V(/,7' ( 1L2¡) = (T~. In 2Rigol'ousl~' speaking, they are the conditional expectations (collditional means) where the conditional variables are the initial conditions yo and Zo, respectively. From now on, we will say that E(¡¡t) = fLy,t and E(zt) = fLz,t given valid illitial conditions, equation (2.1d) S is the parameter value that measures the size of the break, amI Dj,t is a dummy variable that takes the value °before the break and the value 1 at the break and after the break, see Section 5.1 for more details. In this papel' we investigate tlle dI'ects oI' having alternative structural breaks in Ct when applying the ECM test fOl' non--coint<~gration (b = O) by bootstrap methods.
Three main possible co-breaking situations are considered in the following definitions:
Definition 2.1. Let E(yt} = J-l,y,t and E(Zt) = lLz,t given valid initial conditions, we say that the time series Yt and Zt have co-breaks in dillerences if 611. y,l -a611'z,t = C(/, wltere c(/ is a finite constant parameter.
Definition 2.2. Let E(Yt) = ll 'y,t and E(Zt) = Pz,f. given valid initial conditions, we say that the time series 1}t and Zt llave co-breaks in levels if Ji.y,!. -rvll.z,l = q, where q is a finite constant parameter.
Definition 2.3. Let E(Yt) = Ji.y,t and E(Zt) = ll'z,t given valid initial conditioIlS, we say that the time series 1}t and Zt llave simultaneous co-breaks if 611,, /,1 -a611.z,i -b(ll.y,t -(l'll",t} 
It. is dear tllat when Yt and Zt llave co-breaks in lcvds arul 'á/. rli.fj'er'ences (full m-break) , there is also simultaneous co-breaking.
In tlle case of simultaneous co-breaking, the intercept Cf hom (2.1c) is constallt, Ct = c and the error correction model from (2.1a) becomes the standard conclitional ECM modd where the only detenninistic regressor is a constant term, c.
(2.2) S(~wral possible intermediate cases of interest in empirical applications are specially studied in our Monte Carlo experimento Case 2.1. Cobreaks in levels but not in differences.
Cobreak in levels implies J-l,y,t -aJ-l,z,t = C¡. Taking first difI'erences, we have 611' y,t -a6J-l,z,t = 0, and equation (2.1a) becomes
Remo,r-r.: 2.1. Hence, the breaks in the marginal process of !:lz, affect t.he error correction model, and threfore t.he ECM test, under the null hypothesis amI under t.he alternative, unkss the COMFAC restric:t.ion (a = a) is satisfied.
Remm·r.: 2.2. Notice that co-breaks in levels implies cobreaks in differences (and thus full co~ breakillp;) when t.he COMFAC restrict.ion (an = O) is met. (se(~ Arrallz alld Escribano, 20000,).
Case 2.2. Cobr-eak in differences but not in levels.
Cobreak in differences implies that !:l¡"¿y,t -a!:lJLz,t = Cd . F'rom equation (2.1a)
Rerna,'rk 2.3. The break in thc marginal process of z, affect.s t.1w (-~lTor correct.ion model only under the altel'1lative hypothesis,
Rerna,'rk 2.4. Notice that. co-break in diff'erences would imply co--break in levels only in the case t.hat. t.lw COMFAC restriction (aa = O) is sat.isfiec1 amI Cd = () (see Arranz alld Escribano, 20000,) .
Depcllding on t.he type of dummy variable considered, Dj.!, w(~ could have segmellted t.rends in t.he nlOrlel (2.1a) with one or several breaking point.s, se(~ sedion 5 for more det.ails. Tlw ext.ended error correction model (ext.ended ECM) is the following., (2.5) One important feature of the ECM-test. analyzed hy Arranz ancl Escribano (20000,) , is that when USillg an extended error correction model Lut.kepohl, 1996, Toda and Yamamoto, 1995) , the critical values are robust (stable) in the sense t.hat. t.hey do not. clepend so llluch on nuisallce paramet.ers, and the power of the test increases over the st.andard one when there is at least partial cobrcakinp;. However, the results were clearly st.ated with sample sizes of at least 200 observations.
That. led us to search for an alternative testing procedure t.hat can be used with smaller sample sizes aud t.hat do not depend so much on t.he type of co-breakillg process considcrcd, and bootstrap seelllS a good candidate.
BOOTSTRAPPING ERROR CORRECTION MODELS
The first two resampling schemes that we are using here were first proposed by Giersbergen and Kiviet (1993 Kiviet ( , 1994 when discussing two rules suggested by Hall and Wilson (1991) in the context of hypothesis testing in dynamic regression models. To darify our n~sampling schemes, we discuss them in the context of the ECM test that we will use in 8(~ctions 4 and 5.
Consicler the following dynamic regression lIlodel in error correction form, wlwre a = 1,
We are interested in testing the null hypothesis
, with the t-ratio of b, t(b), statistic. Let ó" b, and e be the OL8 estimators of a, b, and e, respectively, and let Ef be the bootstrap residuals obtained by resampling the OL8 residuals, Et, or tlw centered OL8 residuals in the case that no constant term (e) is inc111ded in the OL8 regression. N B indicates the number of bootstrap resamples.
Consicler two alternative sampling schemes 51, amI 8'2 for p;enerating the bootstrap samples: Tll1ls four versions of the t-statistic can be defined. Hall and Wilson (19!Jl) only consider samplillg scheme 51 and suggest using t1 only. They do not collsider tIre samplillg scheme 52 which is tIre appropriate one for t2. Giersbergen and Kiviet (1993) 3. The limiting distributions of tI under SI and t 2 llnder S2 are identical even with dynamic models. The conclusion that t2 under S2 is suggested within this context is hased on the small sample performance.
Giersb(~rgen and Kiviet (1994) , and Li and Maddala (199ü, 1997) 
of b is far from 0, the empirical distribution of the residuals will suffer from a poor approximation of the clistribution of the errors under the nul!. The intllition behind the 8:1 procedure is the followiug: if the null hypothesis is true, EO is exactly the tnw clistribution of tlw regression errors, and hypothesis testing based on this will give (approximatdy) the correct size of the test. If tIte null is not true, then EO is different from the true distrihution of the erron;. Hypothesis testing based on tI or t2 will have good power depending on how fal" the null is away fmm the true value of b. Therefore, we would expect that t2 under S3 ShOllld work bütter than using tI under SI 01' t 2 under S2. 
Our (~xperiment is a fu11 factorial clesign with (), = 0.0,0.5,1 (contemporallcous correlation), lJ = 0.0 (uo cointegration) ,-0.05, -0.1, -0.25, -0.5, -0.75 (coiut<~gration), oS = 1, 6. 16, N = 25, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000 (sample size).
To ohtain the empirical size of the test we simulate i.hc :t}, allC! Zt series following the DGP In a11 of the experiments, the first 50 observations of the silllulat(~cl series are dropped to generate ranclolIl initial conditions.
We start by estimating the same model as Mantalos and Shukur (1998) , equation (4.1a), and the results, are included in Table 1 . Mantalos and Shukur (1998) , llsing a parameter space which is a subset of ours, obtained that the size of the test was arollnd its nominal value with sample sizes as sma11 as 20 observations the bootstrap t-statistic obtained Ü'om every regressioll with resampling
N a s-l s-6 s-16 s-l s=6 s=16 s=l s=6 s=16 0.0 5.67 5.25 5.34 4.89 5.25 5.36 5.15 5.25 5.47 25 0.5 6.36 5.17 5.31 4.96 5.11 5.30 5.08 5.09 5.35 1.0 6.60 6.60 6.60 5.21 5.21 5.21 5.14 5.14 5.14 0.0 5.59 4.96 5.11 5.03 4.98 5.12 4.91 4.94 5.11 50 0.5 6.24 5.14 4.99 5.09 4.97 5.10 5.05 4.85 5.03 1.0 7.03 7.03 7.03 5.42 5.42 5.42 5.35 5.35 5.35 0.0 5.80 5.12 5.11 4.88 5.01 5.13 4.92 5.13 5.21 100 0.5 6.28 5.14 5.14 4.95 4.88 5.10 4.92 4.94 5.20 1.0 6.56 6.56 6.56 5.33 5. Table 1 , our conclusion is similar for S2, t2, ancl S:3, t2. However, f(¡r the resampling scheme SI, tI we need somewhat larger sample sizes to get aronnd its nominal vallle (5%). We also find that the results are not sensitive 1,0 the choice of N B. Fnrthennore, we fOlllld no difference in llsing the bias corrected version of the bootstrap. Howcver, we fOllnd that if we use the empirical distribution of b* 1,0 estimate its standard deviation, the empirical size of the tpst is inadequate.
In most of the Monte Carlo simulations it is common to illdude a constant tenn in the regression in arder 1,0 make the results insensitive to initial conditions of the variables. Also, in most of the empirical applications a constant term is included 1,0 tak(~ care (Jf the mean values of of the regression variables ;l}t and Zt. Does it make any difference to illclude a11 intercept in bootstrap analysis? To answer that qllestion, we estimate the following ECM model,
and the simulation results are included in observations. This is an interesting resulto We have shown that, even in a mode! without breaks, if we are uncertain about including a an intercept in the moclel, we should use the extenclecl ECM moclel (4.3) in order to make sure that the sizes of the test are dose to the nominal values.
On the other hand, when we omit the intercept in the case that DGP includes it, the bootstrap test is not adequate, even with the extended ECM model, since the model is misspecified. Therefore in appliecl work we recommend to include an intercept and estimate model (4.3) instead of (4.2).
Bias correction improves the results ony if we calculate the t--stat using the empirical standard deviation of the bootstrap estimates instead of the usual t-stat, but the gain is really small, and therefore we will no report the results (results are available npon request). Table 3 . The highest power is obtained for model (4.2). When there is no common factor (a =1= 1), model (4.3) has high power for moderate sample sizes (N > 50). However, when the eommon factor restriction holds, we need more than 200 observations in order to get a power of 90% or aboye. 
ECM under Partial
Co-breaks . Partial co-·brcaking is characterized by having breaks in the marginal process ¡),. .zt, equation (2.1d), that affccts the <:onditional process, equation (2.1a), from the two alternative sources that affect Ct, equation (2.1<:): cither through ¡)"Py,t -a.¡)"JLz,t (not cobreakiu/l; in differences) 01' through (fl.y,t-l -(y.I},z,t-d (not cobreakillg in levels).
OUl' DGP is based on the following time varying error corrcctioll model, where Di'! are the dummies used in our previous simulation exerci8e, see SectioIl 5.1. To generate cobreaks in differences and not in levels, we make b:../l'y,1 -u.b:..¡J.z,t = Cd = 0.5. \iVhen we want to generate a set of series with cobreaks in levels and not in differences, we make b:..¡J.y,t -al:i.j.Lz,t = O (recall that we take a = 1). (Yt-2 -aZt-2) ~ bIt + b28 L Dj,i,
and this is likely possibility when there is no co-break in levPls.
Tlw Monte Carlo results of the bootstrap ECM test based on 53, t2 are reported in Table 6 .
Tabh~ 6.1 shows that there are no size distortions, but Table 6 .2 shows important reductions in powel' l'elative to simultaneous co-breaking. The wo1'st case occu1's with the power close to zel'o undel' thc COMFAC restriction (a = 1). We can see (-'hat in some cases the powCJ' of the bootst1'ap ECM dcncases when the sample size is increascd.
As expected, the results obtained by the extended ECM test represent an important improvement, see Table 7 . restriction (a = 1), but the power of the test always increases with the sample size. In both cases, the power of the extended ECM test is highcr than the power of the usual ECM test for values of b lower than b = -0.15. Figure 3. Table 9 . Table 9 .1 shows that the largest size distortions are reduced fonn 47% to 18% but is is still oversized. This problem does not exist wheu tlw COMFAC restriction holds (a = 1), because we have full co-breaking in that particular case, se(~ Table 9 .2. Figure 4 shows Table 10 summarizes the main results of the ECM test fOl" the case of co-breaks in levels, but not in differences, and impose the COMFAC restriction. As we can see the size of the test when using (G. 7) is bigger than 6% when the sample size is as small as 25 observations, and even when the sample size is 200 there are sorne cases when the size of the bootstrap test is close to 6%, see Table HU .
The si~e of the test is closer to the nominal size when wc use equation (5.8). As we can see in Table 10 .2, the size of the test is slightly larger than 6% only when the sample size is 25 and the COMFAC restriction holds. Taking samples of size equal or larger than 50 wc get a size of the bootstrap test which is not significantly different from the nominal size.
Notice that this happens only in the case that there i::; ca-breaks in levels, but not in differences.
We also tried sorne other specifications such as simultaneous co-breaking, finding this approach inaclequate (Results are available upon request.
CONCLUSIONS
We have analyzed the behavior of different bootstrap ECM--testi:> under structmal breaks . In the cases of no breaks or with simultaneous co-breaks, we have found that the inclusion of a constant 0.5 5.37 5.57 5.60 5.37 5.57 5.60 5.37 5.57 5.60 1 6.27 6.27 6.27 6.27 6.27 6.27 6.27 6.27 6.27 O 5.71 5.52 5.55 5.71 5.52 5.55 5.71 5.52 5.55 50 0.5 6.03 5.17 5.65 6.03 5.17 S.G5 6.03 5.17 5.6S 1 5.97 5.97 5.97 5.97 :).07 S.!)7 S.97 5.97 5.97 F1l1'thennore, in the case of co-breaks in differences and not in levels, the usual bootstrap ECM test woulcl render no power. This is also solvecl by using (~xt(-)llded ECM lllodels.
In the case of co-breaks in levels and not in differences, extended ECM lllodels would bring the size of tIte bootstrap ECM test close to the nominal size, lmt keeping them still high. This problem is solved by imposing the COMFAC restriction.
